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Home Occupation – Class 2: Contractor

Our community has reviewed this discretionary permit for a home occupation, along with the feedback

from multiple nearby residents, and is unable to support it. The proposed home occupation is not

compatible with the neighbourhood, and will have a disruptive, negative impact on neighbouring homes.

We are unable to support this application since we believe that, despite control conditions on the permit,

they will not be complied with. The applicant’s business as it currently operates is in violation of a

majority of these rules, and there is nothing to indicate to us that the situation will improve if this permit is

approved. Further, the information contained in the permit application does not appear to accurately

represent the true extent of the business activities taking place on the property. In consultation with the

applicant’s neighbours, the following issues have been identified:

1. Material, goods, or equipment, including garbage, construction/landscaping debris and derelict

vehicles are stored on or near the site;

2. Business activities are regularly visible to outside observers;

3. The business regularly creates a nuisance perceptible to those outside the home; namely by way of

the dust, odour and noise associated with contractor-related activities;

4. The business generates traffic to and from the home that is uncharacteristic of the neighbourhood;

5. More than one employee or business partner works at the home who does not live at the home;

6. More than one vehicle related to the business is regularly stored at the home;

7. Parking related to the business regularly occupies a portion of the required motor vehicle parking

stalls, and obstructs passage around the property on the sidewalk and laneway; and

8. The business generates more than five (5) business associated vehicle visits to the parcel on any

one day, and in excess of 15 business associated vehicle visits per week;

In addition, our review had identified the following deficiencies in the permit application as provided to

our community for review:

1. No photographs of where the business is intended to operate have been provided; and

2. No letter from the property owner authorizing the operation of a business has been provided;

The applicant’s past behaviour has clearly displayed a continued disregard for the neighbours and the

peaceful enjoyment of their properties. The uses proposed under this home occupation permit application –

as well as those observed by the neighbours to have actually taken place since the arrival of the applicant



to this property - are better suited to an area zoned for such commercial activities. They are invasive,

disruptive and offensive to the neighbours, and do not belong in a residential community.

Please provide us with a copy of any final approved permit, along with a complete list of relaxations and

the justification for them. We need this in order to discuss and determine their impact on the neighbouring

homes and our community.

Finally, please do not hesitate to call or email should you have any concerns or require further information.


